
Appendix 1. Details of agent initialization, and Evoland sensitivity to agent initialization. 

Agent Initialization 

The main text provides an introduction to this appendix. The purpose of this initialization is to 
assign to each agent two values on the scale from -3 to 3 that characterize their preferences for 
economics and ecosystem health social values. The appendix describes how agent values were 
initialized from voting results and content analysis of ballot statements, and then disaggregated 
using a geostatistical process. 

A timber measure, Ballot Measure 64, to prevent clear-cut logging on private industrial and 
non-industrial timber lands appeared on the November 3, 1998 Oregon-US midterm election 
ballot. Of all the measures on that ballot, 64 stimulated the most discussion about support for 
ecosystem health and economic values. The timber ballot measure had well-organized 
proponents and opponents who wrote ballot statements, advertised, participated in forums, and 
sought media attention for their perspectives. Businesses, chambers of commerce, three former 
governors, and private industrial, private non-industrial, and professional forestry organizations 
opposed the measure. The timber measure was sponsored by a sustainable-economics timber 
group, several environmental organizations, and growers of naturally produced products. A 
content analysis of measure 64 ballot statements mailed to all registered voters by the State of 
Oregon shows that ecosystem health and economic arguments are central and can be used to 
initialize both economic and ecosystem health values that are central to Evoland agent 
decisions. 

A data set of 49 ballot statements that either supported (20) or opposed (29) the measure was 
analyzed for values content. The content analysis followed common procedures (Bernard 2002) 
and involved three judges who read each argument to identify the values embodied in the ballot 
measure statements. . The primary values favoring the timber measure were ecosystem health 
(93% of statements included discussion along this continuum), sustainable economics (73% of 
the statements included discussion along this continuum), and ecological safety (77% of 
statements included discussion along this continuum). The con economic arguments were 
mainly concerned with traditional economic arguments (74%) such as decreased forest 
production, loss of jobs, and concern for reduced harvest revenues.  Each statement was scored 
on the two dimensions of economics and ecosystem health. With respect to the economics 
score, if the argument appealed to sustainable or green economics, it was coded -1; if the 
argument appealed to traditional economics—economic production from the landscape, jobs, 
and opportunities for capital production and revenue generation, the argument was coded +1. 
Zero indicated that the value was not discussed in the argument.  With respect to the ecosystem 
health score, ballot measure arguments that appealed to ecological health, diversity of the 
landscape, and environmental protection and restoration were coded +1; arguments that 
emphasized removal of vegetation, thinning, and control of insects and vegetation to promote 
increased production were coded -1. The 95% confidence interval of the correlation coefficient 
(N=49) between the two dimensions was estimated to fall between -0.65 and -0.79.  



Table A1.1. Differential linking precinct voting results on the timber management ballot measure to the 
economics social value. 
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These results suggested the construction of a differential linking precinct level voting results to 
the aggregated social values of voters (Osgood et al. 1957). A differential for the economics 
social value was constructed (Table A1.1). . The differential spans the values from +3 to -3. The 
differential scale’s center is located at the mean (over precincts) value for percentage of voters 
in favor. The differential’s extremes correspond to the extremes of the observed voting. The 
center is neutral (or 0). With respect to economics, a precinct that strongly opposed measure 64 
is inferred to favor traditional economics (+3 on the differential) whereas a precinct that 
strongly supported measure 64 is inferred to favor environmental (sustainable) economics (-3). 
The ecosystem health differential would be nearly the mirror image of that for economics given 
the moderately strong negative correlation between them. In general, a precinct that supported 
measure 64 is inferred to favor ecological resilience aspects like biodiversity (+3) whereas a 
precinct opposed is inferred to favor concepts like extraction of natural resources (-3).  
Subsequent calculations, explained below, depended on the economics differential and the 
correlation coefficient between economics and ecosystem health to derive an ecological health 
attribute given the economics. 

However these results do not apply at the disaggregated scale of single agents, but rather at the 
coarse scale of the entire voting precinct, and unless disaggregated would not be useful for the 
case study simulations. In the case study, parcels of land are referred to as integrated decision 
units (IDU). In the case study, agents are identified by the IDU they occupy, and agents persist 
unchanged for the duration of the simulation. A study was conducted to determine a method to 
disaggregate precinct level voting results to the spatial scale of the IDU (or agent). The 
disaggregated results can be converted into social values using the differential and correlation 
derived from the content analysis described above.  

The votes on Ballot Measure 64 from the 142 of 195 Lane County precincts, which include and 
surround the case study area, were compared with demographic factors. Two demographic 
variables measured at the scale of IDU, population density (PD) and real market value of land 
(RMV), were found by logit regression analysis to explain nearly half the variance in precinct 
level observations of percent yes (Y). The results suggested the use of a geostatistical regression 
approach to estimate voting behavior at the fine scale of the IDU based on the spatial 
autocorrelation of Y and the simple correlations between Y and the demographic variables. The 
joint spatial variability of voting behavior and its covariance with the secondary variables was 
generated by means of a Markov-type coregionalization model (Ameida and Journel, 1994; 
Remy 2001, Wang et al,. 2002). All statistical calculations were done with variables 
transformed to Normal (0, 1) using a histogram method (Remy, 2001, Deutsch and Journel, 
1998). A spherical model was fit to the semi-variogram assembled from voting precinct level 
statistics. The nugget and range were approximated as 0.1 and 1 km, respectively. The simple 
correlations were approximately 0.4, 0.4, and 0.4, respectively, between Y and RMV, Y and 
PD, and RMV and PD. Correlations, nugget and range, were used to fit the prediction equation 
(A1.1) for each agent on each IDU.  
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( )uY *  is the predicted ‘vote’, percent yes on measure 64 transformed to a z-score, for an agent 
on an IDU at its centroid, u. ( )uaY  are observed ‘votes’ at the A  neighboring IDU. The 
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value of land, which are correlated withY . The vectors of weights λ and ν are solved in a 
simple kriging system. The Markov assumption means the spatial covariances of the secondary 
variables among themselves and with voting behavior can be ignored. Finally ε  is the estimate 
of the co-kriging error at this location.  

This simple model was implemented using the GsTL library (Remy, 2001) and was embedded 
in a sequential simulation algorithm (Deutsch and Journel, 1998). This estimation method is 
different than a strict kriging approach because it creates a distribution of agent values on the 
landscape that manifests the underlying spatial processes without the side-effect of smoothing, 
which is caused by kriging being in essence a moving average operator. In order to generate an 
initial map of spatial voting values rooted in the data, the sequential simulation was conditioned 
upon 10% of the IDU being statically fixed at the value observed in their precinct. The other 
90% of IDU were estimated conditional upon these fixed values (Figure A1.1). The sequential 
simulation consists of repeating the following procedure until the value of an objective function 
is minimized to a satisfactory value. A random path is calculated that visits each unfixed IDU. 
At each IDU the simple cokriging system is solved using the prediction equation. The 
prediction is used in a draw from the normal distribution with mean equal to the prediction and 
variance equal to the prediction variance. The draw is compared to the old value at the IDU. 
Whichever is most likely, the new or old value, is assigned to the IDU. The most likely is 
determined by the objective function that measures the deviation between target and current 
statistics of the IDU map (Brown et al., 2002). In this study, the objective function compared 
the simulated to the observed spatial autocorrelation of the agent votes. If a new value is 
accepted, it is inverse z-transformed to yield a vote. The differential converts from a vote to an 
economics value, and the ecological health value is generated from the economics by drawing 
from the bivariate normal conditional on the economics value and the correlation (on the z-
scale) between ecosystem health and economics estimated from the content analysis. The 
differential was made continuous by linear interpolation of segments. (In the case of voting 
percents outside the range, 0 to 100, another draw from Normal (prediction, cokriging standard 
deviation) was made.). For the case study we did not advance agent values through time. This 
spatial process described above is capable of advancing agent values through time, and 
providing for evolution of values on the landscape induced by changing economic and 
ecological conditions.   

Sensitivity of simulation results to agent typing.  

Initialization of agent types 



In order to investigate the sensitivity of Evoland to agent specifications, an experiment was 
designed that generated alternative representations of agents. Agents generated by the 
geostatistical method outlined above are called the canonical agents. Two other agent types 
were generated, the randomized and the homogeneous agents (Figure A1.1). Randomized 
agents have the same values distribution as canonical agents, except the spatial and within-agent 
value correlations are randomized. Homogenous agents do not vary for ecosystem nor 
economics values. Their values are assigned as the mean values from the distributions of 
canonical agents, 0.16 and -0.16, respectively for economics and ecosystem. In order to test for 
interaction between agent generation methodology and the set of policies used in the simulation, 
two differing policy sets (as described below) constituted another experimental factor. Thus, 
there were 6 experimental treatments, and each of these treatments was simulated 50 times by 
the stochastic model, Evoland. Statistical analysis was completed using the SAS software (SAS 
Institute 2004). 

The two policy sets define two scenarios, ERC Development and ERC Conservation, derive 
from a very large study of alternative futures in the Willamette (e.g. Baker et al., 2004, Berger 
and Bolte, 2004). The main difference between these scenarios is that the development scenario 
includes policies that permit limited rural development whereas the conservation scenario does 
not. Furthermore the Development scenario specifies larger expansion increments of the Urban 
Growth Boundary (UGB) than the Conservation scenario, which in turn results in increased 
potential for agents to choose policies that transform rural to urban land uses in areas newly 
incorporated within the UGB.  Under Oregon law, each city in the state has an UGB that 
controls urban expansion beyond specified limits. UGBs have the purpose of protecting farm 
and forest lands. For this experiment, Evoland included a plug-in population and UGB module 
that simulated the periodic reevaluation of UGBs as is the practice in Oregon. Table A1.2 shows 
the most frequently applied policies for each scenario to provide the reader a basis for 
differentiating the scenarios. 

Results   

In general, a larger proportion of the variation in results is associated with scenario differences 
than with agent type differences, and there is a significant interaction effect. Table A1.3 shows 
the yearly average number of policies applied. Policy application rate implies landscape change 
rate because policy applications cause land use land cover change.  The conservation scenario 
has approximately twice as many policy applications (decisions) per year than the development 
scenario (text Table 5). Most of these land use changes involve urban densification, or in other 
words, the conversion of lower to higher density residential land uses.  The conservation 
orientation of both scenarios is clearly indicated by the result that these are the most frequently 
chosen policies in both scenarios. However the frequency of urban densification in the 
development scenario is about a third of that for the conservation scenario. This is due to the 
conservation scenario’s intent to maintain compact urban form, avoiding sprawl onto adjacent 
prime farm and forest lands. Table A1.2 further differentiates the two scenarios with respect to 
frequency of conservation outcomes. Whereas the development scenario’s list of most 
frequently applied policies includes those specifying rural, commercial, and industrial 
development, conversely, the conservation scenario’s list includes policies that restrict 
development.  Clearly the effects of differing policy sets between the conservation and 
development scenarios cause more variation in the results than variation in agent values, and 



thus policy should be considered the bigger driver of the system. This is especially true when 
policies are formulated with very specific site attribute requirements that result in very few or 
no policies admitted to the decision process on a specific IDU. In this case, whether the policy 
effectiveness matches the agent’s values is moot.    

Table A1.3  Mean number of decisions per year by agents 
 

  ERC Conservation ERC Development 

Agent type Grouping Mean Grouping Mean 

Randomized A 13.72 A 6.50 

Canonical B 13.33 A 6.41 

Homogeneous C 10.19 B 5.78 

MSDa   0.26   0.13 
aMSD is minimum significant difference using Tukey’s Studentized range at α=0.05. 
Each mean has N=2500. 

 
 
These policy outcome differences in scenarios are associated with corresponding differences in 
the 50 year trajectories (year 2000 to 2050) of key landscape metrics (Figure A1.2). The 
conservation scenario consistently has higher measures of ecosystem health over the 50 year 
trajectory than the development scenario. The one exception to this pattern occurs in the 
Riparian Habitat Score during the first three decades when the development scenario provides 
better habitat than the conservation scenario. This initial counter-intuitive result derives from 
the low-habitat value of early successional riparian forest versus the initial agricultural and 
shrub land covers; the former replaced the latter in the conservation scenario but not in the 
development scenario; and only after three decades of succession, did the mature riparian forest 
contribute to a superior habitat score. In general the trajectories of all ecosystem health metrics 
show a time lag between time of policy application versus time of maturity. Conversely 
economic effects are manifest within a shorter time horizon.  A consistent feature of the 
economic trajectory is that over all the experimental treatments, the economic landscape score 
declines to values much lower than the initial landscape value. This is a consequence of the 
metric itself which is defined to be the ratio of the average value of land and improvements per 
unit area divided by the population. Whereas land-use conversions that increase economic value 
were limited within the study area by the size of the study area, the increase in population was 
not limited in these experimental simulations. During the first two decades, the conservation 
scenario outperformed the development scenario on the economic metric. This is also a 
consequence of the hedonic functions used in the Evoland plug-in that estimated economic 
values. These functions, one for each major land use class, including low and high density 
residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural and forest, are based on regressions of 1990 and 
2000 predictor variables on land and improvement values in the Willamette Valley (Hascic 
2006). It is possible the economic performance of the conservation scenario derives from the 
higher valuation given to high-density residential IDUs than to the lower density IDUs. A 
problem with these functions involves the difficulty and the omission of simulating forward the 
most sensitive predictors of underlying value, for example household income. This issue is 
discussed further in the next section. 



With respect to agents, clearly the homogeneous agents make fewer changes to the landscape 
compared to the other agents (Tables A1.2 and A1.3). This is a function of the agent decision-
making process in Evoland where agents choose policies that have effectiveness close to their 
own values. Whereas the policies used in this simulation have effectiveness scores that vary 
over the entire domain (where 3 to -3 is the domain for values, landscape metrics, and 
effectiveness scores), conversely, the homogeneous agents have values consistently near 0. 
Consequently, because the multi-objective decision algorithm is likely to fail to choose a policy 
when the policy effectiveness scores differ from the agent value scores, the rate of policy 
application is smallest for the homogeneous agents. There are slight but significant differences 
in policy application rate between the canonical versus the randomized agents for many 
conservation scenario policies and some development scenario policies (Table A1.2). In general 
the canonical agents are more constrained than the random agents, for reasons similar to those 
given for homogeneous agents, who are the most constrained of all. This shows that Evoland 
results are sensitive to the varying patterns of policy application that are associated with the 
spatial correlation between agents and the within-agent correlation of values. The nature of the 
sensitivity is not consistent from scenario to scenario, nor is it consistent for a particular 
landscape metric (Figure A1.2). This is an important emergent property of Evoland— the 
observation that for some landscape metrics but not others, the difference between the 
randomized versus canonical agents is large. For example, for the metric of floodplain 
biophysical condition agent values have little effect, but for the small streams index of biotic 
integrity (IBI), the landscape trajectories are significantly different over all agent types. This 
difference can be explained by the nature of the metric. The floodplain biophysical metric is 
computed over the entire reach (within the study area) of the Willamette and McKenzie rivers, 
whereas the small stream metric is computed over just a few IDUs. The latter metric is a local 
statistic, whereas the former is a regional aggregate statistic. 

 Interaction effects caused by the convolution of the spatial pattern of policy admissibility and 
the spatial distribution of agent values distribution are apparent in the tendency of the 
homogeneous agent landscape metric to disperse from the other agent types within a scenario 
(Figure A1.2). Because the randomized and canonical agents tend to track one another does not 
necessarily imply that their interaction effects will always be negligible. Decreasing the decision 
frequency from the value specified in theses simulations, 10 years on average, could accentuate 
their differences. Nonetheless these simulations show that the policy set is more influential than 
agent values in determining differences in outcomes when the decision process balances self-
interest and societal needs. 

 

Figure A1.1. Initial representation of agent values on the landscape. Bottom Row:  Canonical (A) and 
randomized (F) agent occupy land parcels (IDU) they control and are symbolized by their affinity to favor 
policies that are effective at promoting ecosystem health. The value of -3 means ecosystem health is 
opposed and the value of 3 means ecosystem health is favored. A shows the spatial correlation of the 
ecosystem health value that is randomized in F. Top Row Left:  B and C show magnified region from A 
for both the ecosystem health (B) and economic growth (C) values, respectively, of the canonical agent 
method. The within agent correlation of these values is apparent. Top Row Right:  D (ecosystem health) 
and E (economic growth) show magnified region from F. Neither a spatial nor a within agent correlation 
are present. The homogeneous agent method is not shown. White represents the absence of agents on 
landcover types including water and roads
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Table A1.2  Average number of policy applications per experimental treatment for most frequently applied policies.  
Policy definitions are explained in Appendix 1. 
 

Scenario = ERC Conservation (MSDa = 3.16) Agent Type 
  Randomized  Canonical Homogeneous 
Convert to 16+ DUACb   361.2  355.6  280.2 
Convert to 9-16 DUAC   59.7  53.5  18.2 
ODFc-Riparian Buffers on Private Lands  35.5  35.4  35.6 
Convert to 4-9 DUAC   24.4  21.4   
City of Eugene Policy #5 avoid sprawl and preserve rural character   14.9  13.6   
Riparian Conservation Easement on Rural Lands   13.4  13.7  13.2 
City of Eugene Policy #17 Protect areas of good habitat value  12.5  13.0  14.7 
ODF-Riparian Buffers on Public Lands  10.4  10.3  10.4 
Eugene Policy #5, avoid urban sprawl and preserve rural character   10.0  11.1  18.1 
Development Restriction/AgZoning Lite run  9.4  9.4  9.4 
        
Scenario = ERC Development (MSDa = 1.62) Agent Type 
  Randomized Canonical  Homogeneous 
Convert to 16+ DUAC   95.9  97.7  97.9 
Convert to 9-16 DUAC   71.6  69.4  60.0 
Convert to 4-9 DUAC   46.8  44.8  30.8 
Development Restriction/AgZoning Lite run  11.2  11.2  11.2 
Selective cutting of older forest  10.8  10.7  7.5 
Rural Residential Expansion on Low Value Rural Lands  9.5  9.3  10.3 
Convert unbuilt rural land to rural residential   8.6  8.5  4.1 
Convert from non-residential to  1-4 DUAC  7.8  8.5  4.9 
Convert from unbuilt to commercial  5.9  4.9  8.2 
Convert from unbuilt to industrial  5.6  4.8  7.8 
aMSD is minimum significant difference using Tukey’s Studentized range at α=0.05. Each mean has N=50. 
bDUAC is dwelling units per acre. 
cODF is Oregon Department of Forestry
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